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As part of a larger research aimed at developing design aids for architects, 

this paper presents the “automated” generation of the “best connected” rec-

tangular floor plans, satisfying given topological and dimensional con-

straints. 

It has been seen that architects, knowingly or unknowingly, have often 

used either the golden rectangle or the Fibonacci rectangle in their works 

throughout history. But it was hard to find any specific reason for such use, 

other than aesthetic. In 2015, Shekhawat [1] showed that they are among 

the best connected rectangular arrangements (dimensionless rectangular 

floor plans) and that this may well be another reason for their frequent use 

in architectural design. 

In this work, an alternative algorithm is presented, which generates n – 3 

best connected rectangular arrangements, being n the number of rooms. 

Then, this concept is further extended for constructing the best connected 

dimensioned rectangular floor plans. The goal is to provide an optimal so-

lution for the rectangular space allocation problem, while satisfying given 

topological and dimensional requirements. 

 

Introduction 
A floor plan is a polygon, the plan boundary, divided by straight lines into 

component polygons called rooms. The edges forming the perimeter of 
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each room are termed walls. The region not enclosed by the boundary is 

called exterior. For a detailed discussion regarding definitions related to 

floor plans, refer to [2]. 

One of the well-known problems associated with the generation of floor 

plans is called space allocation problem. It is concerned with the computa-

tional arrangement of rooms in a floor plan while satisfying given topolog-

ical and dimensional constraints. The topological constraints are usually 

given in terms of adjacencies between rooms and between them and the 

exterior of the plan. Mathematically, two rooms of any floor plan are adja-

cent if they share a wall or a section of wall; it is not sufficient for them to 

touch at a point only. Architecturally, we can say that the portion of shared 

wall should permit one to insert a door to go through. Therefore, to have 

an architectural meaning and to guarantee the sufficient space for insertion 

of a door between adjacent rooms, in this paper, we are generating floor 

plans where the adjacent rooms share a complete wall of at least one of the 

rooms. For example, in Figure 1A, R1, R2 and R3 are adjacent; R1 is shar-

ing a complete wall with R2 and R3 but R3 is not sharing a complete wall 

with R1. The dimensional constraints involve shapes or sizes of each room 

and the actual floor plan. 

 
Fig1. Best connected rectangular arrangements with 4 rooms 

 

For every floor plan there exist an adjacency graph where vertices rep-

resent rooms and the exterior, and two vertices are joined by an edge 

whenever the corresponding rooms are adjacent. The adjacency graph is 

the dual of the floor plan which is treated as a graph. If in an adjacency 

graph, the exterior is ignored then it is called weak dual or dual of the 

graph, i.e., the dual graph of a floor plan is a simple undirected graph ob-

tained by representing each room as a vertex and then drawing an edge be-

tween any two vertices if the corresponding rooms are adjacent. Clearly, 

the dual graph is always planar and connected. 

It is easy to perceive why adjacency relations are important in architec-

tural designs; if two rooms are adjacent then it is possible to make them 

accessible to each other via a door. Also, the overall patterns of adjacency 

relations determine circulation routes in a building. Furthermore, the 

rooms having adjacencies to the exterior can have windows, thus enabling 

natural lighting and ventilation. Therefore, connectivity of a floor plan is 

defined in terms of adjacency relations among rooms and the comparison 
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of the connectivity of different floor plans is done by comparing the con-

nectivity of the corresponding dual graphs. If two connected dual graphs 

have the same number of vertices, then the dual graph having more edges 

is considered to be more connected, i.e., if two floor plans are made up of 

the same number of rooms, then the floor plan whose dual graph has more 

edges is more connected. 

A rectangular floor plan is a floor plan in which the plan’s boundary and 

each room are rectangles. This work is concerned with the space allocation 

problem associated with the rectangular floor plans. In 2004, Kalay [3] 

talked about two approaches for solving the space allocation problem, 

namely, an additive approach and a permutation approach (for the details, 

refer to March and Steadman [4]). The additive approach starts with an 

empty floor plan and builds up a low cost layout with one solution at a 

time while the other approach goes through every possible layout and 

searches for one having the least cost. In both approaches, the aim is to 

minimize the sum of the weighted distances between different rooms, 

measured from the center of one room to the center of an adjacent one. The 

least cost solution is the one in which the average sum of all the distances 

between adjacent rooms is minimal. In this paper, a new approach is intro-

duced where the aim is to construct the best connected floor plans only. 

Here, we first generate dimensionless rectangular floor plans with maxi-

mum connectivity and from these floor plans, we construct dimensioned 

floor plans. Please note that, in this paper, a dimensionless rectangular 

floor plan is called “a rectangular arrangement”. 

Any rectangular arrangement with n rooms, denoted by  nRA
, has at 

most 3n − 7 edges in its dual graph provided that n > 3 (for proof, refer to 

[1], Theorem 2). It implies that any  nRA
 is best connected if its dual 

graph has 3n − 7 edges. A best connected  nRA
 is denoted by  nRA

BC . 

It may not be difficult to find and construct a  nRA
 having 3n − 7 edg-

es in its dual graph. However, to automatically generate  nRA

BC  is differ-

ent and even more difficult than finding a  nRA

BC . In fact, by automated 

generation of  nRA

BC , we mean to provide an algorithm that can construct 

a  nRA

BC  for any given value of n, i.e., a  nRA
, which is rectangular and 

best connected for any number of rooms. For example, the  4AR  in Fig-

ure 1A is best connected and can be further extended to remain best con-

nected. For better understanding, consider Figure 5A where four rooms are 

added to the  4AR  in Figure 1A to generate a best connected  8AR  and 
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using the algorithm given in Section 2.1, the  4AR  in Figure 1A can be 

further extended to remain best connected for any number of rooms. 

Therefore, the  4AR  in Figure 1A is an automated best connected rectan-

gular floor plan. Now consider the  4AR  in Figure 1B which is best con-

nected for four rooms but in any case it cannot be extended to remain best 

connected for 5 rooms because to remain best connected the 5
th
 room 

should be adjacent to 3 existing rooms, which is not possible for Figure 1B 

(consider adding a room so that the plans remains rectangular, see Figure 

1C). It means that Figure 1B is a  4A

BCR  but it is not an “automated” 

 4A

BCR . By “automated” we mean that when a solution is being built, the 

arrangements in intermediate steps are also rectangular and best connected. 

Now, we are going to talk about the golden rectangle and the Fibonacci 

rectangle because they are automated  nRA

BC  [1]. 

The golden rectangle is a rectangle whose ratio of width over height is 

equal to 
2

51
  with a geometric property as follows: 

A square with side length one, can always be removed from a rectangle 

of sides 1 , to obtain a new rectangle with sides 1
1



, which is similar 

to the original one. Hence, the construction can be repeated [5]. 

In a Fibonacci sequence, each of its terms is obtained from the sum of 

the two preceding terms, i.e., 11   nnn FFF  for n > 1 where F0 = F1 = 1. 

A Fibonacci rectangle is a rectangle with side lengths x and y such that ei-

ther x/y or y/x is equal to (Fn+1 / Fn) for some non-negative integer n. A se-

quence of Fibonacci rectangles can be constructed by starting from two 

unit squares one above another, one first adjoins a square of side length 2 

to their right, so as to obtain a Fibonacci rectangle with sides F3 × F2. Then 

one adjoins a square of side length F3 below, so as to obtain a Fibonacci 

rectangle with sides F5 × F3, etc. following a clockwise movement [1]. 

It is interesting to see that the golden rectangle and the Fibonacci rec-

tangle are similar, geometrically (in terms of the position of rooms) and 

topologically (in terms of adjacency relations between rooms). Dimension-

ally they differ slightly, in terms of areas of rooms but for a larger value of 

n, the ratio of two successive Fibonacci numbers (Fn+1 / Fn) approaches ϕ. 

The work of many researchers in the literature shows that, many build-

ings and architectural designs (from ancient to contemporary time) have 

been developed using the golden rectangle or the Fibonacci rectangle. As 
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an illustration, consider a very well-known work of Palladio, the Villa La 

Rotonda, shown in Figure 2 and diagrammed in Figure 3 to demonstrate 

the use of the golden section in the floor plan. It is clear from Figure 3 that, 

the Villa Rotonda is constructed using the following 4 golden rectangles:  

For the golden rectangle at the upper right side, the second square is sit-

uated above the first one and the other squares are arranged in clockwise 

direction. In the golden rectangle at the lower left side, the position of the 

first and second squares is swapped and remaining squares are arranged in 

clockwise direction. In the golden rectangle at the upper left side, the sec-

ond square is situated above the first one and anti-clockwise movement is 

considered. For the golden rectangle at the lower right side, the second 

square is situated below the first one and the other squares are arranged in 

anti-clockwise direction. 

 
Fig2. Villa La Rotonda in Vicenza 

 

On the other hand, the use of the Fibonacci rectangle in architectural de-

sign is not found as often. Nonetheless, recent findings suggest that it 

might have been used more often than it has been realized [12, 14-16]. In 

all these works, however, we have not found a clear logical or mathemati-

cal reason for the use of the golden rectangle and the Fibonacci series so 

often by architects. A very common, psychological reason that has been 

pointed out is that they guarantee visually pleasing constructions [17]. Re-

cently, in 2015, Shekhawat [1] showed that they are best connected rectan-

gular arrangements for any number of rooms, i.e., both of them are auto-

mated  nRA

BC . We can say that, this may be another reason, at least 

mathematical, for their high presence in architectural designs. From here 

onwards,  nRA

BC  stands for an automated  nRA

BC . 
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Fig3. A golden section diagram of Villa La Rotonda 

 

As such, in this paper, we propose an algorithm called C-RLAB (the ex-

planation of the name is related to the way rooms are allocated which is 

given after the algorithm is described below), to generate (n – 3) best con-

nected rectangular arrangements for n rooms, that are geometrically (in 

terms of the position of rooms) and topologically (in terms of adjacency 

relations between rooms) different from the golden rectangle and the Fibo-

nacci rectangle. Further, from these rectangular arrangements, we con-

struct best connected rectangular floor plans while considering given di-

mensional constraints. 

In 1970's and 1980's, many researchers have worked over the problem 

of constructing a floor plan for a given adjacency graph using graph theo-

retical methods. Still the generalization of this problem and its solution are 

open, i.e., for all adjacency graphs, it is possible to have a generic solution 

that satisfies the adjacency relations set by any adjacency graph. The larger 

aim of this research is to construct a generic rectangular floor plan. The 

construction of a best connected rectangular floor plan is a first step to-

wards the representation of generic rectangular floor plans. 

The described work represents a mathematical approach to the design of 

layouts that does not intend to substitute designers but, once the algorithm 

is implemented, work as a design assistant that suggest best connected 

floor plans for the architect to work with. Best connected floor plans are 

useful because in best connected rectangular floor plans, the total number 

of connections among the rooms is maximum and they keep topological 

flexibility. This means that once a floor plan is generated the architect is 
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free to define appropriate connections between rooms, that is, which adja-

cent spaces to connect through doors. 

 

Best connected rectangular arrangements 
In this section, first we present an algorithm that generates n − 3 rectangu-

lar arrangements for n rooms. Then we will show that the proposed ar-

rangements are best connected. 

 

The C-RLAB Algorithm 

In this algorithm, we deal with two types of rectangles. Each type of rec-

tangle is given by its position which is the upper left vertex, and its size 

which consists of width (the dimension measured horizontally) and height 

(the dimension measured vertically). 

The first kind of rectangle is a new room Ri drawn at stage i of the con-

struction process; whose position is denoted by (xi, yi), and whose size is 

the given pair (ℓi, hi). The second kind of rectangle is a new rectangular 

composition  iRA

BC . Its position also depends on i; we denote it by (Xi, Yi), 

and the size of  iRA

BC  is denoted by the pair (Li, Hi). In the discussion that 

follows, n is the total number of rooms to be allocated, i is the index of the 

room that is being considered for allocation, and k is the number of rooms 

successively arranged one above the other. The values of (Li, Hi) are com-

puted as follows: 

For 2 ≤ i ≤ k or (i − k) ≡ 3 (mod 4) or (i − k) ≡ 0 (mod 4), we have 

 

Li = Li−1, Hi = Hi−1 + hi 

 

For (i − k) ≡ 1 (mod 4) or (i − k) ≡ 2 (mod 4), we have 

 

Li = Li−1 + ℓi, Hi = Hi−1 

Here, L1 = ℓ1 and H1 = h1. 

 

The steps of the algorithm are as follows: 

1. We start by placing the first room say R1 at position (x1, y1) in a 2-

dimensional plane with size (ℓ1, h1). See Figure 4A. 
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Fig4. Construction of rectangular arrangements using the C-RLAB algorithm 

 

2. Let k = 2 and i = 2. 

3. If k < n − 1, go to Step 4, otherwise, terminate the algorithm (we 

will see in next section that, for best connected rectangular ar-

rangements, we should have 1 < k < n − 1). 

4. Consider (xi, yi) = (Xi−1, Yi−1 + hi), (ℓi, hi) = (Li−1, hi). 

In this step, room Ri is drawn above and adjacent to Ri−1 with 

width ℓi = ℓi−1 in such a way that its lower left vertex is the upper 

left vertex of Ri−1. Here, the idea is to arrange k rooms one above 

the other, from bottom to top. For example in Figure 4, for k = 3, 

R2 is arranged above R1 (see Figure 4B) and R3 is arranged above 

R2 (see Figure 4C). 

It should be clear from this step that, in this algorithm, after posi-

tioning each room, our aim is to obtain a rectangular composition 

of all the positioned rooms; and to achieve this, the width or height 

of rooms are adjusted accordingly. 

5. Increase i by one. If i ≤ k, go to Step 4 otherwise go to Step 6. 

6. After arranging k rooms, we arrange all the remaining rooms one by 

one. The next room is arranged as follows: 

i. If (i − k) ≡ 1 (mod 4), then (xi, yi) = (Xi−1 + Li, Yi−1), (ℓi, hi) = (ℓi, 

Hi−1) 

The next room Ri is placed right to the obtained rectangular com-

position  1iRA

BC  
such that it is adjacent to  1iRA

BC  and its 

upper left vertex is the upper right vertex of  1iRA

BC . For exam-

ple in Figure 4D, R4 is placed to the right of  3A

BCR . 

ii. If (i − k) ≡ 2 (mod 4), then (xi, yi) = (Xi−1  − ℓi, Yi−1), (ℓi, hi) = (ℓi, 

Hi−1) 

The next room Ri is placed left to the  1iRA

BC  
such that it is ad-

jacent to  1iRA

BC  and its upper right vertex is the upper left ver-

R1 R1 R1 R1 R1 R1
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R2 R2 R2 R2 R2
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tex of  1iRA

BC . For example in Figure 4E, R5 is placed to the left 

of  4A

BCR . 

iii. If (i − k) ≡ 3 (mod 4), then (xi, yi) = (Xi−1, Yi−1 + hi), (ℓi, hi) = (Li−1, 

hi) 

The next room Ri is positioned above  1iRA

BC  such that it is ad-

jacent to  1iRA

BC  and its lower left vertex is the upper left vertex 

of the  1iRA

BC . For example in Figure 4F, R6 is placed above

 5A

BCR . 

iv. If (i − k) ≡ 0 (mod 4), then (xi, yi) = (Xi−1, Yi−1 − Hi−1), (ℓi, hi) = 

(Li−1, hi) 

The next room Ri is placed below  1iRA

BC  such that it is adjacent 

to  1iRA

BC  and its upper left vertex is the lower left vertex of the 

 1iRA

BC . For example in Figure 4G, R7 is placed below  6A

BCR . 

7. Increase i by one. If i ≤ n go to Step 6 otherwise increase k by one 

and go to Step 3. For example, for n = 8, 5 possible R
A
(8) construct-

ed using the C-RLAB algorithm, are illustrated in Figures 5A to 5E. 

We can see that, in these arrangements, the value of k varies from 2 

to n − 2 = 6. 

 

In the above algorithm, k rooms are first arranged in the center, then the 

remaining rooms are arranged in the following order, i.e., right, left, above 

and below, therefore, we call it C-RLAB algorithm. 

 

Connectivity 

In this section, we prove that the rectangular arrangements generated by 

the C-RLAB algorithm are best connected. 

To proceed further, refer to Figure 5 with six R
A
(8). We can verify that, 

the number of edges in dual graphs corresponding to the R
A
(8) in Figures 

5A-5E is equal to 3n − 7 = 3 × 8 − 7 = 17, hence these R
A
(8) are best con-

nected. But, the dual graph of R
A
(8) in Figure 5F has only 13 edges, it 

means that the corresponding R
A
(8) is not best connected. It is interesting 

to see that, the values of k for the R
A
(8) in Figures 5A-5E are 2, 3, 4, 5 and 

6 respectively, i.e., 1 < k < n − 1. Corresponding to all these values of k, 

all R
A
(8) in Figures 5A-5E (generated by the C-RLAB algorithm) are best 

connected; but the value of k for the R
A
(8) in Figure 5F is n − 1 = 7 > n − 2 

and it is not best connected. Hence, in the C-RLAB algorithm, to have the 

best connected rectangular arrangements, we must have 1 < k < n − 1. 
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Fig5. Rectangular arrangements generated using the C-RLAB algorithm and 

their dual graphs 

 

Clearly, Figure 5 presents n − 3 = 5 best connected rectangular ar-

rangements for n = 8 rooms, i.e., each R
A
(8) has 3n − 7 = 3×8 − 7 = 17 
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edges (refer to Figure 5 for the dual graphs of each of the R
A
(8)). It can be 

easily verified that, in all the Figures from 5A to 5E, if the next room is 

drawn according to the C-RLAB algorithm, it would be adjacent to exactly 

3 existing rooms. That is, if the dual graph of any R
A
(k) constructed using 

the C-RLAB algorithm has 3k − 7 edges and next room, say Rk+1, is adja-

cent to exactly 3 rooms of the R
A
(k), then the dual graph of R

A
(k + 1) has 

3k − 7 + 3 = 3(k + 1) – 7 edges. Hence, the number of edges would always 

be 3n − 7 for n rooms. By considering mathematical induction on n, we 

can conclude that: 

 

Observation1. The R
A
(n), n > 3, generated by the C-RLAB algorithm 

are always best connected. 

 

Also, from Figure 5, we can see that, a R
A
(n) constructed using the C-

RLAB algorithm is best connected and 1 < k < n−1. This concludes that: 

Observation2. The C-RLAB algorithm generates n − 3 best connected 

rectangular arrangements for n rooms when n > 3. 

 

Due to different values of k in all n − 3 rectangular arrangements gener-

ated by the C-RLAB algorithm, we can say that: 

Observation3. The C-RLAB algorithm generates n − 3 best connected 

rectangular arrangements with n rooms, which are geometrically and topo-

logically different from each other and from the Fibonacci rectangle and 

the golden rectangle (for a better understanding, refer to Figure 6 where 

the Fibonacci rectangle and its adjacency graph for n = 8 are demonstrat-

ed). 

 
Fig6. The dimensionless Fibonacci rectangle and its dual graph 

 

It can be seen that the rectangular arrangement in Figure 5F is not best 

connected when n = 8 but it could be best connected for n > 8 if further 

rooms are added using the concept of the C-RLAB algorithm (see Figure 

7A where three rooms are added to the rectangular arrangement in Figure 

5F). Similarly, the rectangular arrangement in Figure 5E is best connected 

for n = 8 and it would remain best connected for n > 8 but it cannot be best 

connected when n < 8 (see Figure 7B where the room R8 has been deleted). 
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Fig7. Example explaining the different possibilities for the rectangular ar-

rangements to be best connected 

 

Precisely, the R
A
(8) in Figures 5A-5E are best connected for n > 3, n > 

3, n > 5, n > 6 and n > 7 respectively. This observation leads to a very in-

teresting result as follows: 

Observation4. A R
A
(n), n > 3, constructed using the C-RLAB algo-

rithm is best connected for all the values of n > k + 1 where k is the num-

ber of rooms arranged one above the other, 1 < k < n − 1 and k ≠ 3; when k 

= 3, the rectangular arrangement would be best connected for all values of 

n > k. 

 

Best connected rectangular floor plans 
In the above section, we presented an algorithm for constructing best con-

nected rectangular arrangements. In this section, by adding few steps to the 

C-RLAB algorithm, we construct the best connected rectangular floor 

plans, i.e., the best connected rectangular arrangements that satisfy given 

dimensional constraints. 

In this work, we are using a graph theoretical approach for the genera-

tion of rectangular floor plans. In literature, many well-known researchers 

have used this approach for the same purpose. Some of the related works 

are as follows: 

The application of graph theory to architectural design was first present-

ed by Levin in 1964 [18]. Then, Grason graphs [19] and rectangular duali-

zation techniques were developed to address the adjacency requirements 

[20-23]. In 1982, Roth et al. [24] presented a method for constructing a 

dimensioned plan from an adjacency graph. In the same year, Baybars [25] 

presented a method for enumerating floor plans with circulation spaces. In 
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1985, Robinson and Janjic [26] showed that, if areas are specified for 

rooms with a given maximal outer-planar adjacency graph, then any con-

vex polygon with the correct area can be divided into convex rooms to sat-

isfy both area and adjacency requirements. In 1987, Rinsma [27] showed 

that, for any given maximal outer-planar graph with at most four vertices 

of degree 2, it is not always possible to find a rectangular floor plan satis-

fying the adjacency and area conditions. In 1987, Rinsma [28] provided 

conditions for the existence of rectangular and orthogonal floorplans for a 

given tree, representing the required adjacencies between rooms and areas 

for each room (any connected graph without cycles is a tree). In recent 

works, Terzidis [29] developed a computer program called “auto- PLAN” 

which generates architectural plans, given a site’s boundary and an adja-

cency matrix. Wong and Chan [30] proposed an evolutionary algorithm for 

finding adjacencies between functional spaces and showed that it can be a 

very useful tool in architectural layout design tasks. In this paper, we are 

looking for the floor plans corresponding to the graphs with 3n − 7 edges. 

Specifically, our aim is to construct best connected floor plans with mini-

mum area. 

From the work of past researchers, we can say that, a rectangular floor 

plan, denoted by R
F
, can be generated in the following ways: 

 

 Addition: It concerns the addition of rectangular pieces, like tiles, to 

produce a rectangular plan (see (Krishnamurti and Roe [31])), 

 Dissection: It concerns the division of a large rectangle into smaller 

rectangular pieces. This process is called rectangular dissection (see 

(Mitchell et al. [32], Earl [33], Flemming [34-36], Bloch and Krish-

namurti [37], Bloch [38])). 

 

To introduce the dimensional constraints in the obtained
A

BCR , we con-

struct required floor plans by addition of rooms. Suppose, we have given n 

rooms and the size of each room, and the problem is to automatically fit all 

the rooms inside a rectangle, without changing the size of each room, in 

such a way that the obtained rectangular composition should be best con-

nected. In this case, most likely there will be some extra spaces inside the 

obtained floor plan. Therefore, our aim is to construct minimum area best 

connected rectangular floor plans, i.e., the best connected rectangular floor 

plans with minimum area for extra spaces. 

 

Extended C-RLAB algorithm 

Let us consider that the position and size of room Ri drawn at stage i of the 

construction process are denoted by (xi, yi) and (ℓi, hi) respectively. The 
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position and size of rectangular composition )(iRF

BC  obtained at stage i of 

the construction process be (Xi, Yi) and (Li, Hi) respectively. In the discus-

sion that follows, n is the total number of given rooms to be allocated, i is 

the index of the room that is being considered for allocation, and k is the 

number of rooms successively arranged one above the other. The values of 

all (Li, Hi) are computed as follows: 

 For 2 ≤ i ≤ k or (i − k) ≡ 3 (mod 4) or (i − k) ≡ 0 (mod 4), we have 

 

Li = max (Li−1, ℓi), Hi = Hi−1 + hi 

 

 For (i − k) ≡ 1 (mod 4) or (i − k) ≡ 2 (mod 4), we have 

 

Li = Li−1 + ℓi, Hi = max (Hi−1, hi) 

Here, L1 = ℓ1 and H1 = h1. 

 

For n given rooms with their widths and heights, the dimensional con-

straints are introduced in a )(nRA

BC  (constructed from the C-RLAB algo-

rithm), by adding the following steps described below and depicted in Fig-

ure 8 to the C-RLAB algorithm, to have an extended C-RLAB algorithm: 

 Merge this step with the Steps 4, 6.3 and 6.4 of the C-RLAB algorithm 

After drawing each room, say Ri, i > 1, if Li−1 > ℓi, then draw an extra 

space Ei to the right of Ri with width Li−1 −ℓi and height hi such that Ei 

is adjacent to Ri and its upper left vertex is the upper right vertex of Ri. 

If Li−1 < ℓi, draw an extra space Ei to the right of )1( iRF

BC  with width 

ℓi − Li−1 and height Hi−1 such that Ei is adjacent to )1( iRF

BC  and its 

upper left vertex is the upper right vertex of )1( iRF

BC . 

 Merge this step with the Steps 6.1 and 6.2 of the C-RLAB algorithm 

After drawing each room, say Ri, if Hi−1 > hi, then draw an extra space 

Ei below Ri with width ℓi and height Hi−1 − hi such that Ei is adjacent to 

Ri and its upper left vertex is the lower left vertex of Ri. If Hi−1 < hi, 

draw an extra space Ei below )1( iRF

BC  with width Li−1 and height hi 

−Hi−1 such that Ei is adjacent to )1( iRF

BC  and its upper left vertex is 

the lower left vertex of )1( iRF

BC . 
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Fig8. A best connected rectangular floor plan with 4 rooms 

 

It should be clear from the above steps that after positioning each room, 

our aim is to obtain a rectangular composition containing all positioned 

rooms; and to have this composition, sometimes an extra space is required. 

The idea of extra spaces guarantees that, we will have an automatically 

generated 
F

BCR  in the end, irrespective of the size of rooms. 

For better understanding, consider an example, say Example 1, where 

we have been given four rooms with their widths and heights as follows (it 

should be noted that we are demonstrating an example for a very small 

value of n but this algorithm can generate floor plans for any value of n): 

R1: (10 × 15), R2: (12 × 18), R3: (12 × 16), R4: (16 × 20) 

Through this example, we discuss the construction of a best connected 

rectangular floor plan, denoted by )4(F

BCR , as illustrated in Figure 8E. The 

steps for the construction of the required )4(F

BCR  are as follows (for con-

structing )4(F

BCR  using the extended C-RLAB algorithm, we are consider-

ing k = 2): 

 Allocate R1 with width 10 and height 15 at a position say (x, y) (see 

Figure 8A). 

 Draw R2 above and adjacent to R1 with width 12 and height 18 (see 

Figure 8B). Since ℓ2 > L1, to get a rectangular composition, draw an 

extra space to the right of R1 (see Figure 8C). 

 Draw R3 to the right of R
F
(2) and draw an extra space below R3 (see 

Figure 8D). 

 Draw R4 to the left of R
F
(3) and draw an extra space below R4 (see 

Figure 8E). 

 Figure 8E is the required )4(F

BCR with area 1320. 

 

R1

R2
R3

R4

R1 R1 R1
R1

R2
R2 R2

R3

A             B                C                    D                                  E

- Rooms

- Extr a spa ces
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Reducing the area of extra spaces 

From above example, we can see the presence of extra spaces inside the 

obtained )4(F

BCR . To guarantee a minimum area in any )(nRF

BC , we use the 

following two operations: 

 Order of allocation 

The order in which rooms are arranged to obtain a rectangular floor 

plan using the extended C-RLAB algorithm is called the order of allo-

cation. Clearly, for n rooms and for a fixed value of k, by considering 

each order of allocation, n! )(nRF

BC  can be obtained and each )(nRF

BC  

may have a different area because of the presence of extra spaces. 

 Swapping of width and height 

It is obvious to see that, we can position a room Ri with width ℓi and 

height hi or with width hi and height ℓi, i.e., we can swap the width and 

height of each room without changing the area of the room, which in 

turn produces two )(nRF

BC  with different areas. If all the combinations 

of the rooms whose width and height can be swapped are taken into 

account, then we can obtain 2
n
 best connected rectangular floor plans 

using the extended C-RLAB algorithm for a fixed value of k. 

 From the above two steps, we can obtain n! × 2
n
 )(nRF

BC  using the ex-

tended C-RLAB algorithm for a fixed value of k. For the input of Ex-

ample 1, we can generate 24 × 16 = 384 )4(F

BCR where each )4(F

BCR  

may have a different area. Now, to reduce the areas of extra spaces or 

to have a )(nRF

BC  with minimum area among n! × 2
n
 )(nRF

BC , we can 

pick the one with minimum area. By computing the areas of all 

)4(F

BCR  for the input of Example 1, we found that the minimum and 

maximum areas are 968 and 1786 respectively. For the minimum area

)4(F

BCR , the order of allocation is R1, R3, R2, R4 where the width and 

height of R1 and R3 are swapped (see Figure 9A). For the maximum 

area )4(F

BCR , the order of allocation is R2, R4, R1, R3 where the width 

and height of R1 and R3 are swapped (see Figure 9B). 
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Fig9. The minimum and maximum area best connected rectangular floor plans 

with 4 rooms respectively 

 

Remark. Using the definition of adjacency between rooms via extra 

spaces, provided in [39] Section 2.1, we can verify that the rectangular 

floor plans constructed using the extended C-RLAB algorithm are best 

connected. 

 

Conclusion and Discussion 
The current work is part of a larger work aimed at exploring exhaustively 

the use of rectangular arrangements in the design of layouts. We chose to 

work with rectangular arrangements because most architectural solutions 

still use this type of compositional schema. According to Steadman [40] 

they do so because rectangular packing offers the best flexibility of dimen-

sioning. Flexibility allows for any configurations of rectangles irrespective 

of their sizes; it also allows for the assignment of different dimensions to 

such configurations, while preserving their rectangularity. Our ultimate 

goal is to provide architects with design aids, that is, algorithms that can 

generate good candidate solutions, taking dimensional and topological re-

quirements into account and that can be further improved and adjusted by 

them, to provide better solutions to the user. These aids would be particu-

larly useful in design of large buildings with complex and specialized pro-

grams like hospitals, courthouses, and so on. 

We know that the Fibonacci rectangle and the golden rectangle are 

among the best connected rectangular arrangements and that they have 

been used by many architects in their designs throughout the history. In 

this work, we proposed an algorithm called C-RLAB, which can generate 

n – 3 best connected rectangular arrangements. Each of these arrangements 

is geometrically different from the others in terms of the relative position 

of rooms and, consequently, in terms of the adjacency relations of each 

room with other rooms. 

Since, the Fibonacci rectangle and the golden rectangle are best con-

nected and they were used by many architects in their works, the arrange-

R1

R1

R2

R2

R4

R4

R3

R3

A                                                     B
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ments generated after the proposed C-RLAB algorithm can also be used by 

architects for a similar reason, that is, to guarantee the generation of best 

connected floor plans. However, the kind of geometric diversity referred to 

above enables greater connectivity flexibility, which can be perceived as 

an advantage over the Golden- and the Fibonacci-based algorithms. 

As a way of illustration, in Figure 10 we present two new designs using 

the proposed C-RLAB algorithm based on the plan for Villa Rotonda. By 

considering the arrangement of rooms in Figure 3, we can see that this plan 

was constructed using 4 Fibonacci rectangles (for details, refer to [1]). 

Both the new designs are also constructed using 4 best connected rectangu-

lar arrangements, generated from the C-RLAB algorithm. 

Fig10. New architectural designs with best connected rectangular ar-

rangements constructed after the proposed C-RLAB algorithm 

 

Here, we are not comparing our solutions with floor plans designed us-

ing the Fibonacci and the golden rectangles. For instance, we have not 

shown that floor plans generated by the C-RLAB algorithm are perceived 

as beautiful, the other reason pointed out by researchers for the use of the 
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golden section by architects. In this work, we only tried to provide an addi-

tional algorithm to generate candidate best connected floor plans that can 

be modified by architects according to other design criteria they perceive 

as important, such as aesthetics, views, comfort, and so on. 

In architectural design a multitude of aspects with different nature need 

to be considered. In this paper, we are dealing with functional require-

ments in the strict sense only, i.e., we are trying to provide an optimal so-

lution while satisfying topological and dimensional requirements only. In 

the future, we will aim to cover other aspects. 
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